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It’s ten to seven PM when the JKMusic team arrives at SHIBUYA REX, already crowded and echoing  
the joyful voices of a crowd waiting for the very f irst show of “Deeper Than Black Tour” by  
THE MICRO HEAD 4N’S. The crowd of fans seem excited and hasty while some are talking among 
themselves in anticipation and others taking advantage of waiting time to make last-minute  
purchases at the merchandise booth in the back of the hall where the band’s off icial merchandise 
(t-shirts, CDs, posters and towels) were displayed. With the bar bustling with lots of customers, a 
lot of projectors have been installed on both sides of the stage as if to promise an amazing show. In 
the left and right corners of the room, there are two screens that will broadcast the concert in its 
entirety as soon as it begins.

The more the remaining seconds pass, the more  
excitement is felt in the air, until a few guitar 
chords resound, prompting the audience to turn 
to the large garnet curtain that hides the stage.  
Then, slowly, the lights dim and a smoke generator 
 diffuses a thick fog with a strong electro melody 
plays in the background. Like a wave, the fog  
diffuses along the walls while green pulsa-
ting rays appear, drawing the lights on the 
faces and the eyes directed towards the thick  
velvet until it f inally lifts away and reveals Nimo 
(vo.), kazuya (gt.), SHUN. (gt./DJ.), ZERO (ba.)  

and TSUKASA (dr.), as well as their logo  
placarded on the wall behind the drum set.  
The members enter the stage as they clap their 
hands, delighted and dressed in black costumes in  
mixture of gothic inf luences with a touch 
of elegance. Their appearance on stage is  
immediately followed by the fans’ great shouts of 
joy as they welcome the members. One would 
expect a few words, but surprising us already, 
the members in position did their own way of 
greeting the audience by starting to play ‘‘I’m like 
a bird in a cage & U too’’ right away.



Electro-rock bursting with energy and diffused 
in the blue and emerald lights, ‘‘I’m like a bird in 
a cage & U too’’ begins with a chant in English. 
Half way through, the audience joins in during  
the chorus and dances while Nimo moves 
around to the rhythm. With such active audience  
participation, the band shows a crazy  
dynamism throughout this f irst song as ‘‘high-
notes’’ are successfully delivered, so powerful and 
overwhelming it mesmerizes everyone.

‘‘Okay, Shibuya! Are you ready?’’ asks Nimo 
during a short instrumental break where 
the audience and the band exchange many 
smiles and complicit glances. We must wait 
a few more seconds before the second song  
‘‘SCANDALOUS’’ begins, even more energetic 
than the previous one. The verses are  
captivating. During the refrain, everyone  
grabs his or her towel and waves it in a circle.  
The other members, with all their might, show a  
variety of techniques and talents while Nimo pours 
his heart into his voice with impressive vibrato, 
altogether giving a soul to the music of TMH4NS. 

The third song, ‘‘VOLCANATION.’’ turns up the 
heat in the room as the lights of f lamboyant 
red penetrate through resounding screams and  
exuberant chants of the excited audience during 
the chorus... This song is very refreshing and 
amazing too! Indeed, based on the main theme 
of the tour, we expect aggressive refrains, but 
its formation does the exact contrary and, 
through a single composition, proves to us that  
musical intensity is not necessarily synonymous 
with rhythmic violence. As if to reinforce this 
effect, the rather short, but melodious enough  
guitar solos are still so remarkable that everyone 
wants more.

The stage continues on with ‘‘Deeper Than 
Black ~Wings in the Shadow~,’’ the title song 
of this tour, ‘‘WHITE SOUL,’’ ‘‘PRISONER,’’  
‘‘HELLO MY CLONE,’’ ‘‘Fall Into Darkness’’ and 
‘‘Calling’’ at an increasingly steady pace, and  
the members seem honored to see the captivated 
crowd as everyone watches them play. The crowd is  
unleashed and visibly overjoyed at every minute 
that passes by as if happiness is diffused into 
their performance while they perform as if each 
song was the last... But the show is far from  
approaching the end yet!



The introduction of the tenth song ‘‘Vanilla’’ 
is very soft and resembles the sound of rain,  
a natural melody with lovely melancholic accents.  
The beautiful guitar play and singing nevertheless 
take over very quickly. As for the fans, they don’t 
dance this time, but prove their devotion in a still 
more signif icant way, by singing each sentence 
in unison and forming a very touching vocal  
ensemble with Nimo as if to yield thrills of  
emotion to the members.
Followed by ‘‘Nocturne,’’ ‘‘Raimei,’’ and  
‘‘Doukoku no Gypsy,’’ the performance appears 
to be a part of a logical melodic suit. The rain 
is gradually replaced by a thunderstorm, no less 
truly than metaphorically. TMH4NS knows how 

to control the atmosphere at will. Their frankness 
encourages us to admit that it is diff icult to put 
down on paper the abundance of feelings that 
this group is able to transmit during a show. It 
has the incredible and disconcerting capacity to 
ensure that listeners would never want to leave 
them.

The fourteenth song, ‘‘EARNEST GAME,’’ gives 
a kind of impression of a déjà vu in terms of its 
composition and tone still continues to stand 
out. Here, the drum play particularly draws eve-
ryone’s attention from the very f irst notes and 
the refrains are all the more reason we appre-
ciate the eccentricity of this song.

‘‘BREAKING & SHOUT OUT!!!’’ and ‘‘MONSTER’S 
ROAR’’ are very original, quite unexpected of 
Nimo to rap as he plays with his microphone 
stand. Then, we also enjoy the superb guitar solo. 
These two songs seem to have a ‘‘boomerang 
 effect’’ that by each turn, the audience and the 
band transmitted many testimonies of cheer-
fulness and gratitude to each other.  The short 
MC before ‘‘MONSTER’S ROAR’’ contributes to  
reinforce this incredible cohesion.

During ‘‘Curtain Call,’’ the audience is  
invited to participate in a very regular way 
and the ‘‘high-notes’’ are more impressive than 
ever… and for good reason! Apparently, this is  
the last song. In the end, the gratitude is  
multiplied, in the pit as well as on stage. kazuya, 
SHUN. and ZERO throw their picks in the direction 
of their fans, then the band disappears to the 
side. A brief silence follows their departure, too  
sudden to be real. A few seconds later, the encore 
begins to resonate. Initially shy, they are gradually  
more assured, and the volume of voices grows 
high, like the buzz of an enormous swarm. 



During the next song, ‘‘Photograph,’’ Nimo urges 
the crowd to dance to the melody, certainly the 
most classical and somewhat ‘‘oshare kei’’ out 
of all the music that the band has offered to us 
since the beginning of this evening. Nevertheless, 
we love it and we’re sure that a return of their  
intense and almost brutal originality is planned 
for the next song. We, JKMusic, think that na-
ming their unique musical style ‘‘Lunatic Rock’’ 
would not be a bad idea!

The last song, ‘‘SEVENTH COLOR,’’ brings  
the most impressive deluge of manifestations of 
devotion and admiration to this concert which 
we had the opportunity to attend. TMH4NS 
performs until each member is about to lose 
his breath. This very last song has a ‘‘pop-rock’’  
composition, so touching and beautiful that we are 
not surprised to see some fans on the verge of tears. 
Nimo, SHUN., kazuya, ZERO and TSUKASA give  
everything they have and more, until the show 
ends at the screaming sounds of a crowd that 
seem to claim that they have attended the best 
concert of their lifetime. The band thanks and 
greets the crowd and even if they seem to be 
ready to perform all night long, it’s time to leave.
 

After the last goodbye, TMH4NS leaves  
the stage and the curtain falls, ending a show of 
a rare intensity that will remain engraved in our  
memories.

TMH4NS makes the crowd wait, but suddenly, the members come back almost by jumping, with their 
faces f illed delighted smiles, no longer dressed in their blacks costumes, but of white band t-shirts 
printed of the name of their tour. With everyone else present on stage except Nimo, an adorable 
scene is shown by SHUN. as he is visibly determined to amuse everyone. He’s successful in amusing 
the crowd for a couple of minutes, then he calls Nimo in with a really shrill voice that rises a wave of 
hilarity. Nimo makes his entrance and, theatrically, pretends to be surprised to hear someone talking. 
This little ‘‘comedy show’’ continues for a short time until the music restarts, to the delight of all.

The following two songs, ‘‘MOON & BUTTERFLY’’ and ‘‘REVERBERATIONS,’’ are very different from 
one another, but they both seem to play the role perfectly to build the interactions between the 
members and the audience in the pit. The effect is prolonged by the initiative of SHUN. who asks 
everyone to turn their back to the stage so he can take a photo. After the photo is taken, the song 
is stopped for a new MC.

The members show bright smiles to their admirers in the crowd, especially when they ask,  
‘‘We are…? WE ARE…?!’’ and SHUN., apparently in a comical mood, responds with a thunderous 
‘‘We are X !’’, which makes everyone laugh. The song then resumes and the band encourages  
the audience to jump while crossing their arms to make the ‘‘X’’ sign. 
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